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Writing Use of English Listening Speaking
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Giving opinions p. 19
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* checking for mistakes
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A reference (Part 2) p.64 
* including relevant 
information 
* paragraph plans

Competition entry (Part 2) 
p.78
* adding interest
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Review (Part 2) p.90
* varying language

Proposal (Part 1) p.101
* difference between report 
and proposal

Counterfactual thinking word 
formation (Part 3) p.58
Online gliding open cloze (Part 2) 
p.62

Exam focus: key word 
transformations (Part 5) p.76

Competition entry (Part 2) 
p.113

* identifying key elements

Report (Part 1) p.125
* writing plans
* report dos and don'ts

A case of collection madness word 
formation (Part 3) p.88

How to make a good initial impression 
word formation (Part 3) p.93 
Teenage airline boss multiple-choice 
cloze (Part 1) p.96

Exam focus: open cloze (Part 2) 
Holiday snaps p. 112

Sniffer dog earns more than Police 
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(Part 1) Extracts p.45 
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completion p.47

How sport has changed multiple 
matching (Part 4) p.54 
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(Part 3) p.63

Family life p.69
Mother and child p.75
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completion (Part 2) The cow 
parade p.80

Are you a self-starter? p.92 
Amy Kyme multiple choice (Part 3) 
p.98

The hungry cyclist sentence 
completion (Part 2) p.109

How eco-friendly are you? p. 116
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(Part 3) Insects from Hell p.120

Parts 3 and 4 p.43

Agreeing and adding information 
(Parts 3 and 4) p.59

Exam focus: collaborative 
task/discussion (Parts 3 and 4) 
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Two-way conversation (Part 3) 
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Individual long turn (Part 2) p.84

Comparing (Part 2) p.99

Choosing an image (Parts 3 and 4) 
p.104
Individual long turn (Part 2) p.111

Sounding interested p.123

Article (Part 2) p.138 
* adding interest

How to concentrate multiple-choice 
cloze (Part 1) p.134
Gapped sentences (Part 4) p.1 37

Laughter yoga sentence 
completion (Part 2) p.1 38

Individual long turn (Part 2) 
p.136
Puzzles p.140

Essay (Part 2) p. 151
* presentation of arguments
* linking words and phrases

Proposal (Part 2) p.163
* organisation
* checking for mistakes

Exam focus: word formation (Part 
3) The enigma of time travel p.146 
Star Trek: the future as predicted in 
the past open cloze (Part 2) p.150
Exam focus: multiple-choice 
cloze (Part 1) An unusually 
successful lesson p.158

Computer games multiple 
matching (Part 4) p.148

Two-way conversation (Part 3) 
p.148

Extracts, multiple choice (Part 1) 
p.162

Discussion (Parts 3 and 4) p.1 58

The set book (Part 2) P.1 72 
Paper 2 overview p.174

The birth of popular culture open 
cloze (Part 2) p.168

Extracts, multiple choice (Part 1) 
p.170

Exam focus: Parts 1-4 p.170

Writing reference p.199 See CDRom for extra practice and iTest.


